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ABSTRACT  The challenges of the Anthropocene cannot be met by any single discipline. 
An integrative approach is called for.  I suggest that psychology and the 
psychotherapeutic arts have something to offer - and to learn - in dialogue with the Earth 
Sciences and other humanities. They understand that nature - and the environment - are 
an “internal object” in the human mind, not just an external reality, and this is fundamental 
in our relationship with the Earth.  I refer to the activities and thinking of the UK Climate 
Psychology Alliance in the context of the history of modern psychology - particularly that 
of psychoanalysis - and in the emergence of psycho-social approaches.  But psychology 
is not adequate in itself, to meet the ecological and existential crisis of climate change.  
For example, while social thinking and practice can learn from the mind sciences, 
psychology still accepts the illusion of the separate, autonomous individual self.  I 
describe the value also of the growing dialogue within psychotherapy with wisdom 
traditions across the whole world, focusing on Buddhism as one prominent example.  A 
dialogue with Far Eastern thought and practice - and our own perennial or mystical  
traditions - with their nondual, timeless and universal perspective, would help all the 
humanities to integrate and begin to heal the splits in modern Western culture that have 
led to the climate emergency and continue us on the path towards disaster.  Science has 
much to learn from a reinvigorated humanities, and the latter can begin to realise the 
nature of cultural, as well as biological, evolution.


Introduction 

In her 2017 book,“No Is Not Enough”, Naomi Klein described the “lessons from Standing 
Rock” in North Dakota when the “water protectors” gathered outside the Standing Rock 
Sioux Reservation to try to stop the Dakota Access pipeline  ....... December 5th, 2016 1

was the Sioux’s “last stand” against the most violent state repression.  Many had arrived to 
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stand with them, including a convoy of more than two thousand military veterans.  What 
Klein found there when she joined them was a network of camps comprising ten thousand 
people.  It had developed into a community, that was much more than just a resistance to 
the pipeline.  In the words of Bull Allard, the official historian of the Standing Rock Sioux 

Tribe, it had become a school, not just here to protect the Earth and water but “to help 

humanity answer its most pressing question:  how to live with the Earth again, not 

against it.” 

For Klein and many other non-indigenous supporters the Standing Rock community had 
shown them “A Path through Anger”: “a way to deal with rage and grief that went beyond 
venting”. Klein  had thought the space for this lesson would come through the universities 
or city halls but Standing Rock was where she discovered it, “in the camps’ combination 
of reaction and contemplation, and in the constant learning-by-doing, modelled by brave 
Bull Allard and so many leaders here”.  

These first two paragraphs are taken from Part 1 of a book review essay I wrote, entitled 
“Where Has Truth Gone?”, and which was posted on the UK Climate Psychology Alliance 
website in 2018.   The “truth” referred to concerns ourselves - who and what we really 2

are.  The science writer, Gaia Vince, in the introduction to her award winning book, 
Adventures in the Anthropocene, declared that we literally live in epoch-making times 
because the changes we have recently made to the Earth go beyond anything it has 
experienced in its 4.5 billion year history.  As she writes: “Our planet is crossing a 
geological boundary and we are the change-makers”. The geologists, as many who read 
this know, have initially called this new epoch the Anthropocene, recognising that 
“humanity has become a geophysical force on a par with the Earth-shattering asteroids 
and planet-cloaking volcanoes that defined past eras...... The Earth is now a human 
planet”. 
3

If we are the epochal change-makers Vince describes, then is it not time we began to 
wake up to who we are rather than sleep-walk ourselves and all life on Earth into 
oblivion?  This calls for a psychological as well as a scientific and sociological enquiry.  
But the challenge of climate change - and the advent of the Anthropocene - is beyond the 
capacity and adequacy of modern Western culture to understand and act upon. As Klein 
declared in her previous book, climate change “changes everything”.   We are facing a 4
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turning point in our history when we seem wholly inadequate to cope existentially with the 
crisis of this new century.  
5

Perhaps the truth is that no one single discipline on its own is able to provide an answer.  
Some scientists - the geo-engineers in particular - think they can, but the humanities have 
grave doubts.  What we surely need is an integrative approach involving all subjects, 
including science, but based in the three unitive and universal values of ethics, science 
and aesthetics - the Good, the True and the Beautiful.   The philosopher, Jurgen 
Habermas,  considered modernity to be “an unfinished project”, suggesting that the way 
forward was through communicative action and discourse ethics.   The journal, 6

Environmental Humanities, which aims to “unsettle the humanities”, looks beyond the 
merely specialist disciplines of modernity and is evidence of the beginning of systemic 
thinking within the universities,   but does it include the potential psychological insights 7

of this 21st century?


Psychology and the psychotherapeutic arts are part-scientific, part humanity and should 
be in on the conversation. They may help to: analyse why we ignore, or deny, the reality of 
climate change;  warn that our physical, emotional and mental health are already being 
affected - consciously or unconsciously; and think how we might begin to turn paralysing 
fears and anxieties into engaged action. But, despite the need to take account of them in 
any “unsettling” of the humanities and any deep integration of the two cultures of science 
and the arts, the professions of psychology and psychotherapy on their own are also 
inadequate to meet the challenges of today.


As Naomi Klein also discovered, real responses might come from outside the universities 
and city halls in communities that combine action and contemplation and where 
integration is surely beginning to happen. Take the Climate Psychology Alliance (CPA), for 
instance, which campaigns for the importance of a psychological dimension to climate 
activism, although its own profession is itself blind to this need.   Geographers are today 
putting the Earth - as the new symbol of transformation - centre-stage in the climate and 
human emergency,  socialists and social thinkers are becoming ecological,  and the 8 9

biologist, feminist and  teacher in the history of consciousness, Donna Haraway, advises 
thinking in terms of cybernetic, multispecies organisms, “sympoiesis” and “Staying with 
the Trouble”.    But, perhaps it is also time to think what psychological approaches can 10

contribute by way of thickening the notion of humanity in respect of the Planet and its 
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infinitely varied forms of life, and how they, themselves, might aspire to explore the 
ecology of mind - Gregory Bateson’s resonant phrase.   
11

I describe in this essay what psychology and psychotherapy might have to offer but I also 
discuss how the world’s traditions of timeless, perennial or mystical wisdom might widen 
the psychology and humanities’ perspectives further, as well as bring new insights to 
natural science. 


“Science” and the humanities 

Noel Castree, Professor of Geography at Manchester University, in his 2013 essay for the 
Environmental Humanities journal on “extending the conversation”, makes a case for 
“engaged analysis” that “involves simultaneously working on and with geoscientists, so 
too (with) their kindred spirits in the social sciences”.   He adds that the Anthropocene 12

concept “may soon be among the key signifiers that frame the thinking of societal 
decision-makers”.   Greens have been warning about climate change for some fifty 13

years and, although the prognostications of the climate scientists about the fate of the 
Earth has reached a crescendo today, they feel increasingly impotent in the face of 
seeming economic, political and media indifference and resistance.  Science needs all the 
help it can get, not just to influence the societal decision makers, but, one might add, to 
understand itself anew.  


Science is the search for truth.  Not only are we discovering the extraordinary nature of 
the “objective” world about us - as perceived in science’s laboratories and in all our 
explorations - but we are also beginning to appreciate the phenomenon of the human 
animal itself conducting its science.  Our curiosity is as much to be wondered at as the 
scientific discoveries it leads to.  Is it not time that science began to turn its gaze upon 
itself as an evolutionary phenomenon?    The “view from within” of science was 14

pioneered by Francisco Varela,  inspired particularly in his discussions with Gyatso 15

Tenzin, the fourteenth Dalai Lama.   Both the Dalai Lama and Varela emphasised 16

science as a form of consciousness, something which working scientists are apt to forget. 
 Science is at once a cognitive, affective and imaginative endeavour.  Scientists 17

emphasise the testing of their hypotheses  - the famous scientific method - but neglect to 
consider or acknowledge the source of their hypotheses in the first place.  Do not 
scientists, often like poets and artists, speak of their intuitions and ideas coming to them 
4



from somewhere beyond their everyday cognitive thinking, in an imaginative space 
beyond the personal mind?  Scientists may have much to learn from other discourses.


Science may be a first person and group experience but, as the anthropologists, 
historians  and sociologists have demonstrated, it is also a social and political project.   18

Just as psychologists have  begun to realise subjective experience is at once necessarily 
inter-subjective - the “individual person” is at the same time a social being  - so, science 19

is a social discourse.  But, at the same time its insights have much from which the 
humanities can learn.  The Canadian sociologist, Myra Hird, for instance, took an initiative 
in this by spending a year working alongside Lynn Margulis herself.   Margulis’ 20

remarkable theory of symbiogenesis in microbial life demonstrated the potential of an 
original integrative spirit in all life forms and, perhaps, anticipated Ilya Prigogine and 
Isabelle Stengers’ inspired notion of how Order (comes) Out of Chaos.   Margulis’ work 21

was - as all science is, or should be - a true “dialogue with nature”.   Myra Hird extended 
the dialogue into human nature by recognising “the origins of sociable life” in the 
microbial world. 
22

But it is not only scientists who could benefit from some psychological-mindedness and 
self awareness.  What I am suggesting is that it is time we all turned our exploratory 
lenses on ourselves, though not just on our personal selves.  Is not “human nature” as 
“natural” a phenomenon as all other species?  We have evolved - body and mind - along 
with every other form of life, from the Earth.  We tend to think of ourselves “in” nature but 
is not nature in us?   Human culture and nature are not opposites but a continuum.  For 
instance, like all other species, we are also impermanent.  We may unconsciously feel we 
are a substantial fixture but we nare as subject to emergence and dissolution - individually 
and collectively - as all life forms.  This contingency is as much our nature as any sense of 
exceptionalism and material substantiality our hubristic civilisation has led us to believe 
we can take pride in.


The concept of the Anthropocene may be, as Castree indicates, a battle ground for the 
views of “inventor-disclosers” and “deconstructor-critics”,   but it is surely also an 23

opportunity to examine   and redefine our own identity and knowledge of the world and 
universe.  Perhaps it is time to examine ourselves as a product of nature more closely.  
Perhaps we have more resilience, power and character than our humanities, including 
psychology, are aware of.
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 Nigel Clark, on the faculty of the Lancaster University Environment Centre and coming 
from a part of the planet - New Zealand - which is very conscious of nature’s potential 
destructive power, makes the case that the Earth is no longer the predictable and 
protective planet the Holocene epoch has led us to believe.  Many take the view that the 24

Earth may, as a result of humanity’s own “civilised” excesses, particularly in the last five 
hundred years, be about to withdraw the holocenic stability and clemency it has gifted to 
humankind for some 11,000 years. But our geologic sciences, as Clark points out, today 
reveal it has never been so predictable and stable, that its deep time history does not 
provide the solid ground for our existence we like to assume.  


Nor do the understandings of the Earth Sciences of the last two centuries provide the 
picture of a reliable background for our social, political and cultural formations. This is 
explored in the special edition of Theory, Culture and Society Clark guest-edited with his 
one-time colleague at Lancaster, Kathryn Yusoff.   Yusoff had already emphasised the 25

opportunity to rethink and redefine “the human” as an expression of geologic as well as 
biological life.  
26

This has implications also for our Western psychological sciences.  In Asian introspective 
cultures, not only has much attention been given over millennia to the groundless ground 
of our being,   but the science of mind is interpreted more universally.  The study of the 27

universe - and everything in it - do not, then, just provide a focus for material but also for 
mind sciences - mind and body are a part of each other, the universe is both material and 
immaterial.   Perhaps we should think about all our humanities, including psychology, now 
as deep time Earth Sciences (or, complementarily, “Sun - solar - Sciences”!) which would 
imply exploring the relations between the material and immaterial dimensions of an “Earth 
Science” for the 21st century and the continuum which stretches between them - the 
spectrum of geology and psychology for instance. ‘


Whatever we think about the human mind, it is an extraordinary evolutionary 
phenomenon, and its cognitive skills can be used fruitfully to reflect on itself.  Rene 
Descartes’ famous assertion - cogito ergo sum - was one of the inspiring notions of the 
European Enlightenment.  There is no denying the power of cognitive thought, as 
acknowledged by the Dalai Lama in his conversation with Aaron T. Beck, one of the 
founders of cognitive therapy.   The problem arises when our cognitive capacity is taken 28
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to be our exclusive and essential nature, for it can blind us not only to the affective and 
more mysterious aspects of the human mind but also to the more crucial existential and 
ecological crises of our times. 


Freud and psychoanalysis 

Sigmund Freud signalled a warning about this. In fact he thought of himself as issuing in 
the third Copernican revolution.  Whereas Copernicus himself showed us that we were 
not at the centre of the universe and that the Earth went round the Sun, not vice versa, 
and Darwin demonstrated we were an animal species, related to the apes and all of 
nature, Freud completed the deflation by suggesting we were not even in control of our 
own minds.   We live through instincts of which we are mostly unconscious.  Freud 29

thought of the interior, subjective mind as an “uncanny”, irrational territory and introduced 
the important practice of analysing our emotional, as well as our rational minds.  


Psychoanalysis emerged at the end of the 19th century as partly a response to the gross 
scientific materialism of Western capitalism and the corresponding neglect and 
oppression of human nature, individually and collectively.  Freud interpreted this 
particularly as the repression of sexual energy and of its creative potential in the face of 
materialist and mechanical science and its various political expressions.   The latter, 
particularly Industrial Capitalism and Imperialism, led, arguably, to The Great War - the 
war to end all wars - which some see as lasting until 1945 and constituting a shock to 
European “civilisation” from which we have never really recovered.  Perhaps the 
Anthropocene -with its implication of anthropogenic global warming and mass extinction 
- can be viewed in one way as the end stage of this historical process. 


Psychoanalysis may then be seen as a response to our industrial civilisation.  Freud’s 
paper “Mourning and Melancholia”,  written in the shadow of the war, can be interpreted 30

as stressing the need to acknowledge the profound grief of European society at the 
seeming collapse of its culture. One of the other important figures of 20th century 
psychoanalysis, Melanie Klein, also wrote one of her most important papers in war time. 

 She  continued Freud’s emphasis on the importance of mourning but also developed 31

further our understanding of the inner world of individual minds in our violent and 
fragmented culture.  She also suggested in her writings how we might begin to recover 
ourselves - and make “reparation” - on the path to a more fulfilling and creative life.  In 32
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some ways psychoanalysis and psychotherapy throughout the twentieth century might be 
viewed - as the psychoanalytic writer, Adam Phillips, suggested somewhere - as a form of 
bereavement therapy.  Hence its preoccupation with loss and grief as the prelude to any 
understanding of the unconscious mind.


This elegiac preoccupation is understandable, given the social and political history of the 
last century and the global crisis we now face, but psychoanalysis could also begin to 
look beyond itself to uncover at the same time something more universal and wholesome 
in ourselves.  I refer to this development later in this essay:  in respect, for instance, of the 
paediatrician and psychoanalyst’s work, D.W. Winnicott, during and after the Second 
World War;  the study of him by Adam Phillips;  Phillip’s own explorations of the 
relationship between psychoanalysis and literature in his essays;  and the turn towards 
the wisdom in mystical traditions, as exemplified in the writings of “the psychoanalytic 
mystic”, Michael Eigen, and the life-long exploration of the connections between 
psychotherapy and Buddhism of the psychoanalyst, Mark Epstein.


Psychology with ecology:  work of UK Climate Psychology Alliance 

The Climate Psychology Alliance, which was founded in the UK in 2013 by a core of 
psychotherapeutic practitioners and social thinkers, has continued some of these elegiac 
themes, using psychological and psychotherapeutic tools to help illuminate the complex 
individual and cultural responses that are increasingly evident as the climate crisis 
unfolds.  As I have already noted, the mental health implications of the climate emergency 
include exploring its conscious and unconscious effects on us emotionally and mentally, 
why we continue to resist acknowledging it and, of course, the crucial importance of 
acting to avoid it.   
33

Sally Weintrobe,  one of the founding members of the CPA, edited a collection of papers 
published  in 2013,  entitled Engaging with Climate Change: Psychoanalytic and 
Interdisciplinary Perspectives which explored the issues from a variety of psychological 
and social perspectives.  One of the essays in her book, entitled “The Myth of Apathy: 
psychoanalytic explorations of environmental subjectivity” is by an American 
psychosocial researcher, Renee Lertzman,  who has subsequently published her own 34

study, Environmental Melancholia: Psychoanalytic dimensions of engagement, the subject 
of her Ph.D project.  In her  paper Lertzman reframes the issue of apathy by pointing to 35
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the ambivalent, contradictory and conflictual feelings that may lie behind apathy and 
which an analytic approach can help to uncover.  Psychoanalysis has traditionally worked 
with these kind of feelings in the privacy and confidence of the consulting room (which 
may partly account for its minimal record in engaging in the public and political arena).  
But Lertzman believes the skills and thinking that they and other therapists have 
developed in their professional practice may be used to think how they can now engage 
with the political issues of climate change. In doing this she also points to the need to 
steer a course between excessive alarmism and avoidance of the significance of the 
reality we face. 


Psychotherapists have considerable knowledge and experience in understanding what 
goes on within and between people.  Freud showed us a way of reflecting on what 
happens when two people sit in a room together.  There are all kinds of unconscious 
projections and introjections that flow between them unawares, what in the profession are 
referred to as “transference” and “counter-transference” processes.  Knowledge and 
theory about these, in both group and dyadic formations, have increased over the last 
century. Psychotherapists are also trained and have considerable experience in being 
able to tolerate and listen to very difficult feelings, as a prelude to beginning to 
understand them.  


It is time, as Lertzman suggests, that psychotherapists applied some of their skills and 
understandings to issues of climate change and the environment.  She mentions 
Christopher Bollas, a well-known American psychoanalyst and past member of the 
Independent Group of the British Psycho-Analytical Society.  He is a respected 
independent thinker in psychoanalytic culture and in 1987 published The Shadow of the 
Object: Psychoanalysis of the Unthought Known, an influential book in the British School 
of Object Relations.   “Object relations” is in a way a counter-intuitive term because it 36

really refers to subjective and interpersonal relations.  The “object” may be a person in 
one’s past life who has had a significant influence - creative or oppressive - but whose 
effect one may remain largely unconscious of, particularly if it has been negative.  Hence 
the “known” but unconscious thought.   Analysis sees its task as bringing this “object” 
into awareness.  It can then become, in Bollas’ terms, a “transformational object”.
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Our planet as transformational object 

But the “object” may also be a thing or event that, as Lertzman writes, “has psychic 
resonance”.   How we relate to these “objects” “potentially presents another language, 
one of desires, longings, and unconscious wishes.  It is not to say objects are ‘only’ a 
construct of our imagination, but to acknowledge the place of subjectivity in the human-
non-human object world”.  Lertzman’s research work was to explore the psychic 37

resonance for people of landscapes and geographical features - often changed or lost to 
the present - in a person’s life.  It goes without saying that the “object” of planet Earth - 
and its potential loss - has total psychic resonance for us today.  But, of course, it could 
also be a transformational object.  Hence “environmental melancholia” can lead to a form 
of liberation.


Lertzman also refers to an article by Ro (Rosemary) Randall, a psychotherapist and 
another founding member of the CPA, on loss, identity and climate change and the 
“parallel narratives” of suspended and active engagement.  Randall’s excellent and 38

practical book she subsequently wrote with her partner, Andy Brown, on “carbon 
conversations” and how to reduce one’s carbon footprint, In Time for Tomorrow, attests to 
our capacity to transform feelings of loss and grief into engaged action. 
39

Other examples of CPA members, who have drawn attention to increasing awareness of 
the need to bridge the gap between psychology and climate change action are Paul 
Hoggett, Mary-Jane Rust, Nick Totton, and Joseph Dodds.  Hoggett is an emeritus 
Professor of Sociology from the University of the West of England in Bristol as well as a 
practising psychoanalytic psychotherapist, and has written and edited books on 
community politics and psychosocial issues.   He was a founding member of the CPA 40

and its chair for its first five years.  A more recent collection of essays he co-edited with 
Simon Thompson, Politics and the Emotions, explored “the affective turn” in 
contemporary politics.  Emotions such as love, fear and despair can have powerful 41

political effects, both fostering forgiveness and hope as well as encouraging apathy and 
paranoia.  Hoggett is also interested in “social dreaming”, particularly how the impending 
changes of global warming and mass extinction are impacting on people’s individual and 
collective dreams.    
42
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Mary-Jane Rust and Nick Totton edited Vital Signs, a book of essays which brought 
together responses to the ecological crisis from psychological and psychotherapeutic 
perspectives.  The book focuses on the psychological predicament we experience as 
knowledge of the ecological crisis slowly penetrates our defences.  “Vital signs” refers to 
our powers of resilience - signs of hope and signs of healing - that are beginning to be 
explored.  There is a considerable diversity of perspectives, which the editors view as a 
strength.  Before any “solutions” can emerge the right questions must be asked. 
43

Joseph Dodd’s book, Psychoanalysis and Ecology at the Edge of Chaos, argues that 
psychoanalysis has a unique role to play in the climate change debate through placing 
emphasis on the unconscious dimensions of our mental and social lives.  But Dodds 44

also appreciates that psychoanalysis is a practice that has little awareness of the 
ecological emergency and he draws on  the philosophy of Deleuze and Guattari - 
combined with new developments in the science of complexity - to envisage a framework 
able to integrate “the three ecologies” of mind, nature and society, which formed the 
focus of one of Guattari’s later books. 
45

If, in Dodd’s reasoning, environmentalism is an “ecology without psychology” and 
psychoanalysis a “psychology without ecology” then the question arises how to begin to 
marry both.  In his book he quotes one answer from Stephen Frosh, who in 
Psychoanalysis Outside the Clinic writes:


         Psychoanalysis holds something significant for all the other disciplines - specifically 
a capacity to theorise subjectivity in a way that is provocative and unique, through 
reference to the unconscious.  In addition the fertility of its application reflects back 
on psychoanalysis itself.  Some of the most important critical work applied to 
psychoanalysis has come from outside the clinical situation, as if the freedom to 
think without being concerned with the requirements of therapy is a necessary 
condition for theoretical development.  
46

Dodds comments that one of the most recent initiatives adopting this approach is the 
field of psychosocial studies, “which attempts to form an interlinked understanding of 
affect, psyche, society and socio-political systems and structures, in a way which refuses 
to break them down into the separate entities traditionally studied by psychology or 
sociology”.   
47
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Integrative thinking and ethics 

This is an important step in thinking systemically about psychology and sociology, for any 
inter-disciplinary integration can often lead to “intra-disciplinary” transformation.  Neither 
“sociology” nor “psychology”, for instance, can remain unchanged in its identity.  For 
sociology to take account of the interior world of mind may challenge some of its 
essential premises as a human science.  Similarly, psychology may begin to question its 
assumptions about the separate individual and autonomous self it takes as its essential 
focus in so much of its clinical and theoretical work.

 

This also applies to the relationship between all our disciplines if we are to think of them 
in terms of a whole continuum.   How does an integral consciousness begin also to 
interlink,  for example, science and philosophy with politics, economics, history, the arts 
and - yes - religion and “spirituality” - the word that is apt to stick in the throat of secular 
Europeans?  Of course, we have to start somewhere, but how much time do we have?  
J.Baird Callicott, the American philosopher and writer on environmental ethics, in his 
interesting article for Environmental Humanities, “A NeoPresocratic Manifesto”, wrote 
about the related historical revolutions in natural philosophy (science) and moral 
philosophy.  One follows from  the other, for example the natural philosophy of the 48

Presocratics in ancient Greece was followed by the moral philosophy of Socrates, Plato 
and Aristotle, or the emerging modern European Enlightenment science of Copernicus, 
Descartes and Newton with the moral philosophy of Hobbes, Hume and Kant. This leads 
to the obvious question: Where are ethics today?  The contemporary philosopher, 
Stephen M. Gardner, in his book, A Perfect Moral Storm, is quite clear about this.  Climate 
change is the great ethical issue of our times.  Any philosophy - or cultural thinking - that 
doesn’t start with it,  has lost its ethical bearings. 
49

The point Callicott makes is that the “two cultures” of science and the artistic spirit that 
C.P.. Snow and F.R.Leavis debated in the 1960s - Leavis so vehemently and furiously - 
are evidence of the seeming absolute split between the two in the twentieth century.  50

The physicists, however, who ushered in the second scientific revolution of relativity and 
quantum mechanics at the beginning of the century were almost all mystically-minded 
men, as Ken Wilber’s compilation. of their mystical writings, Quantum Questions, 
evidences.   The quantum revolution may have changed our lives but not our thinking - 51

or our psychology.  Traditional science itself has hardly come to terms with it theoretically 
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and twentieth century philosophy has carried on obliviously.  The physicists of the 1920s 
knew where their inspiration came from, but both the analytic and most continental 
schools of philosophy are deaf to any kind of transcendent mystery.


As for psychology, the positivist schools are equally deaf, and Freud’s original intimation 
of das Unbewusste - the unknowingness of thought - became later reified into the more 
objective and substantive concept of “the unconscious”.   It is possible that Freud’s 52

knowledge and registering of the quantum revolution was not very conscious, but then he 
was born in the middle of the nineteenth century and instinctively more drawn to hydraulic 
metaphors.  (He may have been responsible for a revolution in psychology but we don’t 
have to follow him in all his conceptual thinking.  In fact, perhaps we dishonour him by 
doing so).  Freud, of course, died just before the Second World War and never witnessed 
the birth of the atom bomb, though in Civilisation and Its Discontents he recognised that 
we were quite capable of annihilating ourselves. But, in a sense, he was of a different age 
and belongs to modernity rather than the twenty-first century.  


While Freud - and the psychoanalytic movement - remind us we have much to be 
melancholy about, grief is only where we start from.  It leads beyond itself to other human 
qualities needed in this Anthropocean Age.  Mark Levene, reader in History at 
Southampton University, in a thoughtful article for Environmental Humanities, “Climate 
Blues: or How Awareness of the Human End might re-instill Ethical Purpose to the Writing 
of History”, suggests that the Anthropocene and the facts of climate change pose 
questions of ultimate significance for his own discipline of history, to which the latter has 
no adequate response.  Perhaps this is a challenge for all single-discipline approaches, 53

including for the psychology professionals.  


Levene recognises that the language of Apocalypse is avoided by a “progress-centred 
History”but argues in his abstract that “it is exactly the proper recovery of such discarded 
religiously subversive notions which could assist in the opening-up of an alternative 
space repudiating a bankrupt political-economic system and envisioning instead a 
millennial social and environmental justice”.   The original meaning of Apocalypse, of 54

course, is “uncovering” or revelation.  Climate change may be, as Levene writes, “the 
occasion, not (just) the cause of humanity’s ultimate challenge”.  
55
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Freud’s writings during the First World War illustrate this.  They are some of his most 
poignant papers, particularly his short essays on “Thoughts for the Times on War and 
Death” and “On Transience”.  Perhaps the adversity of war focuses our minds on 56

ultimate questions - as will the shadow of the Anthropocene.  In “On Transience” Freud 
refers to a walk in the woods he took in 1915 with two people, one “a young and already 
well-known poet” - thought to be Rilke - who complained that he could take no pleasure 
in the beauty all around him since it was bound to fade.  (He obviously hadn’t yet read 
Shakespeare’s sonnets!)  On the contrary, Freud protested, his own appreciation of nature 
is increased by its transience.  As Lertzman observed: “the fleeting quality of existence 
increases, not diminishes appreciation of value and beauty and potentially mobilises the 
desire to engage and connect”. 
57

A new Axial Age? 

There are many who sense, despite or because of the ecological crisis, we may be 
experiencing a new global consciousness - not just about a globalised economic order 
but an awakening to a new relationship with mind, body and planet, viewed as a potential 
seamless unity.  This is a psychological as well as a social state.  Jason Moore has 
introduced Fritjof Capra’s and deep ecology’s concept of “the web of life” into Marxist 
and socialist thinking.  But the world’s ecological nature also has a psychological 58

dimension - the inner web of life.  In other words the web of life is also a psychological 
“object”, potentially conceived and constructed uniquely and individually - not just 
socially - by every one of the world’s seven billion population.


If so, this implies a revolution in our understanding of ourselves and of the world about us, 
perhaps of something more than but inclusive of our “human nature”.  Perhaps it is a 
turning point, a new epoch in awareness, like waking up to a new expanded sense of 
ourselves;  not leaving the “past” behind but seeing it differently, and developing a new 
relationship with the “future”; not looking for a utopian perfection or harmony but 
accepting and working with our present human failings and imperfections from a new 
point of equanimity in the “present”. 

.

Perhaps it is “the leap” in ethical and environmental awareness that many, like Naomi 
Klein and others , look to as the next evolutionary step in consciousness, akin, perhaps, 59

to the profound revolutionary change in thought and feeling that occurred in the middle 
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centuries of the first millennium BCE and which the philosopher, Karl Jaspers, has called 
The Axial Age.  This was the time of the transcendent writings of the Upanishads, the 
teachings of Buddha, the Taoist thinking of Lao Tzu, and Chang Tzu, the wisdom of the 
Old Testament prophets, and the philosophy of the Presocratics in Ancient Greece.  Two 60

and a half millennia on, we might be expected to have made an evolutionary step further.  
Could we be at the beginning of a new Axial Age? 
61

The American psychoanalyst, Mark Epstein, author of best selling Thoughts Without a 
Thinker and Going to Pieces Without Falling Apart, and, as a life-long guide on the 
relationship between buddhism and psychotherapy, provides a clue.  He opens his book, 
Going on Being, with an account of a discussion between the existential psychoanalyst 
Ludwig Binswanger and Freud. Binswanger felt there was something missing in Freud’s 
approach to therapy.  Too many patients, he delicately suggested, felt worse as a result of 
psychoanalysis rather than better.  He raised, in Epstein’s words, “the problem of the 
paralysis of psychoanalysis with Freud”.  Binswanger wondered whether there was not  a 
deficiency of spirit in psychoanalytic treatment, which stopped people from healing. 
(Freud, himself, was dismayed towards the end of his life at the seeming interminability of 
psychoanalytic treatment.) To Binswanger’s surprise, Freud agreed: “Yes”, he said, “spirit 
is everything”.  Binswanger thought that Freud had misunderstood his use of the word 
spirit, but Freud continued: “Mankind has always known that it possesses spirit.  I had to 
show that there are also instincts”. 
62

The Spectrum of Consciousness 

Epstein suggested that Freud, in making room for instincts, had not anticipated a time 
when we would forget about spirit altogether and instincts would reign supreme. Perhaps, 
at the beginning of the twenty-first century, we are starting to find the way back.  Aldous 
Huxley pointed a direction in his book, The Perennial Philosophy, published in 1944.  It 
was written from California but in the shadow of the Second World War.  Just as there 
was a global expansion of thought after the First World War, so Huxley invited us to re-
consider the profound teachings of East Asia as well as the mystical writings of our own 
Christian traditions. The perennial philosophy, he wrote, “may be found among the 
traditional lore of peoples in every region of the world, and in its fully developed forms it 
has a place in every one of the higher religions”.   
63
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In 1977 a young American published a book on consciousness, written when he was 23, 
that would challenge all the Western philosophical and psychological traditions of 
modernity.  It launched what came to be known as “the transpersonal psychology 
revolution”.  Following Huxley’s lead, it suggested that the psychological systems of the 
West could be integrated with the contemplative traditions of the East.  This was The 
Spectrum of Consciousness by Ken Wilber  and was based on a central scientific idea, 64

profoundly innovative in the context Wilber set it.  Wilber had given up a traditional 
academic path in bio-chemistry to concentrate on his interest in the integration of 
Western and Eastern thinking and practices.  His central idea was that, like radiation and 
light, consciousness could be seen as an infinite spectrum and the human mind as 
occupying a number of levels of that spectrum. 


This was at first sight a simple but breakthrough conceptualisation, a metaphor taken 
from modern science to describe the nature of the spirit which Binswanger thought 
psychoanalysis lacked and modernity had forgotten in its uncovering of our instinctual 
life.  Human thought  wasn’t just something in us but intrinsic to a consciousness that, 
like the electro-magnetic spectrum, belonged to all of nature and the whole universe.  It - 
and we - were an integral part of the continuum that extended and evolved from matter to 
life to spirit.  Our minds could be seen as the connecting point of what the ancient 
Chinese thought of as the nondual reality of heaven and earth.  From our perspective we 
can look both up and down.  There is height as well as depth in the human psyche.  (But 
there is also width too, in fact the more height and depth, the more width.  We are a social 
as well as psychological phenomenon).


For all the original simplicity of Wilber’s central concept, The Spectrum of Consciousness 
was not an easy book to read, or assimilate.  It was quite detailed and technical and 
introduced a lot of unfamiliar terms and concepts for anyone without a prior knowledge of 
Eastern traditions of thought.  But he followed it up with a shorter and more readable, 
concise yet comprehensive guide to the types of psychologies and therapies available 
from both Western and Eastern sources - from psychoanalysis to Zen, existentialism to 
Tantra.  This was  No Boundary: Eastern and Western Approaches to Personal Growth.  
65

Wilber has since written some twenty-five books developing his ideas much further, but 
staying true to his spectrum concept.  The limitation of modern psychology’s focus on the 
individual person neglects our social identity.  Wilber’s later work explored the way the 
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spectrum of consciousness extends “horizontally” as well as “vertically” - into our 
material social, political and environmental life, as well as our personal inner landscapes.  
Our individuality emerges  necessarily from our interdependency - not just with each other 
but also with our total environment - local, planetary and universal.  At the same time, 
infusing all Wilber’s work is the spirit of cultural evolution, what he calls Spirit-in-action. 
66

The evolution of the human mind 

If we are to think about an evolving human nature, the obvious first step to examine would 
be our growing awareness of the interdependence of everything.  Psychology, including 
psychoanalysis, still unconsciously holds to the liberal fixed idea of the separate, 
individual person and the autonomous human ego.  Freud adhered to it, cognitive therapy 
accepts it, even some existential therapy and thought assumes it. The clinical practice of 
un-systemic individual therapy reinforces it.   This misconceived construction of ourselves 
is, arguably, at the heart of all our ecologically-flawed political systems, from various 
forms of conflicted democracy to oppressive tyrannies.


If we look for the emergence of a relational and interdependent sense of self in our 
psychological traditions we can see signs of it beginning after the end of the Second 
World War, certainly in the fifties. In his book, Psychology Without the Self, Epstein has 
collected his papers since the eighties under the headings of “Buddha” and “Freud” but 
also complementing them with a whole section on the British psychoanalyst, D.W. 
Winnicott.  These are papers which suggest, in Epstein’s view, Winnicott was developing 
psychoanalytic practice and theory in a Buddhist direction. 
67

Certainly, as if to differentiate himself from the child analysis of Melanie Klein, Winnicott 
asserted that he could not think of a baby or young child separate from its mother.  In a 
seminal systemic turn in the history of psychoanalysis he described the mother as a vital 
holding environment for the child.   Moreover, the quality of “ordinary”, good-enough 68

mothering was critical for the child’s development throughout its life.  Winnicott was a 
paediatrician as well as a psychoanalyst and was admired for his writing and 
broadcasting during and after the War and for communicating complex ideas in a 
common sense language that appealed to the general public.  He was also responsible 
for such well-known terms as true and false self and transitional object, the means by 
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which a child begins to assert its independence of a parent and begins to know a reality 
of its own.


Winnicott was interested in a child’s capacity for creative play which he saw as a natural 
process and through which the child began to discover his true self.  The former child-69

psychotherapist Adam Phillips, in his book on Winnicott, described in a chapter, entitled 
“The Appearing Self”, the importance Winnicott gave to “the value of treating emotional 
problems by non-interference”, relying on natural growth processes which are better just 
being observed, rather than intruded upon.  Phillips quotes from a talk Winnicott gave to 70

midwives in 1957:


	        One general idea goes right through what I have to say: that is that there are natural    

        processes which underlie all that is taking place, and we do good work as doctors 	 

        and nurses only if we respect and facilitate these natural processes. 
71

Phillips is well known for his intriguing and original essays in which he has explored the 
relationship between psychoanalysis and literature, opening up questions about 
psychoanalysis and modernity in the context of the perennial traditions of the world’s 
literature. Freud, after all, was a great modernist writer.  Also, taking a cue from Winnicott, 
Phillips wished to demystify the psychoanalytic profession that came after Freud.   In the 
preface to his collection of essays, Promises, Promises, he even states: “The version of 
psychoanalysis that I want to promote in this miscellaneous book is more committed to 
happiness and inspiration.....than to self-knowledge, rigorous thinking, or the Depths of 
Being.”   
72

It could be said mysticism goes even further than poetry and literature.  In the title essay 
of The Psychoanalytic Mystic the American psychoanalyst, Michael Eigen refers to 
Winnicott, as well as the mystical psychoanalysts, Wilfred Bion and Marion Milner, and 
suggests they all share a conviction that, although internalisation processes are 
necessary for a fully developed human self, “something originary shines through”.  He 
speculates that these psychoanalysts would appreciate the well-known Zen koan, What 
was your original face before you were born?  As Eigen reflects, Winnicott’s 
“incommunicado Self” and “transitional object”, Bion’s “O” and Milner’s “pregnant 
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emptiness” point to and grow out of “moments of real living in which fresh possibilities of 
experience uplift the self”.    
73

The “unfolding dialogue”of Psychoanalysis and Buddhism 

In the absence of any transcendent awareness we are left to limit consciousness to the 
dimensions of the human mind, as if we were the only life form that possesses it.  
Perennial traditions take a different view. Buddhists, for instance, consider “mind” to be a 
quality of the whole universe and the human mind merely one expression of it.  As 
Jamgon Kongtrul, the great 19th century Tibetan Buddhist scholar, wrote:  “Just realising 
the meaning of mind encompasses all understanding.”   Some Buddhists refer to this 74

view as “Big Mind”, to distinguish it from the human mind.   An example of an unfolding 
dialogue between psychoanalysis and Buddhism - and the expansion of the notion of 
mind - were two memorable volumes published around the turn of the century which 
brought together many of those involved in the two traditions: The Couch and the Tree  75

and Psychoanalysis and Buddhism.  
76

In an initial chapter of the former, Mark Epstein suggested how, through meditation, 
psychoanalysis might go beyond its limited understanding of Buddhism.  Epstein makes 
the point that Freud in his correspondence with his friend, the French novelist, Romain 
Rolland - who was  interested in Eastern mysticism and wrote biographies of the modern 
sages Vivekenanda and Ramakrishna - could never get beyond identifying meditation 
with the “oceanic feeling” - shamata in Sanskrit, the establishing of tranquillity - that 
Freud likened to the infantile state of fusion with the mother.  As a result he never 
recognised the more advanced analytic stages of meditation - vipashyana beyond 
shamata - which analysed and contemplated the more subtle levels of the mind, through 
which a person could begin to experience all the “three marks of existence” - suffering, 
impermanence, and no-self - rather than simply undergo a personal level of analysis.  


In other words this more subtle form of meditation had a meta-physical as well as a 
personal focus, a true “meta-psychological” dimension, which Freud had been groping 
towards but never achieved.  In The Couch and the Tree its editor, Anthony Molino, has an 
interview with the psychoanalyst and Buddhist, Nina Coltart, entitled “Slouching Towards 
Buddhism” - a reference to her book, Slouching Towards Bethlehem, its title, a quote from 
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W.B.Yeats’ famous poem, “The Second Coming”.  If only Freud had been able to slouch 77

a bit further towards Buddhism!   


In an opening chapter of Psychoanalysis and Buddhism, “Being Somebody and Being 
Nobody”, Jack Engler, a psychotherapist at Harvard but also drawn to Buddhist thought 
and practice, had a memorable discussion with the late Stephen Mitchell, the pioneer of 
“relational psychotherapy”, and suggested new understandings of self.  Drawing on his 
knowledge of Eastern thought, he referred to the Buddhist notion of “no-self”, similar to 
the Hindu notion of “Self” - with a capital S - the realisation of an absolute Self to 
distinguish it from the constructed personal self, with a small s.  Mitchell certainly 
understood the ideas of a relational self and the artistic unselfconscious self but was less 
able to follow the paradoxical nature of the Buddhist “no-, or ‘empty’, self”.  “No-self” 
indicates not that there is no self but that the idea of a separate self is an illusion.  Engler 
recognised that, although we have individuality, it emerges from the reality of our absolute 
interdependency.  The individual “intra-psychic” mind is a construction rather than an 
absolute reality.


Engler’s explanation for our unwillingness to explore, or even recognise, “no-self” is 
because we fear it:  “No-self or emptiness, can only appear empty and void when 
experience is organised around the representation of a singular, separate, ongoing core 
‘self`’”.  For Engler this is not a simple not-knowing of Western psychoanalysis and 78

psychotherapy but something more fundamental.  He issues a challenge to modern 
psychoanalysis:


         As in all compromise formations, this (the accepted assumption that we are 

         separate individuals) is a dynamically charged and culpable ignorance: an anxiety- 

         based, determined, and wilful ignoring, an unconscious effort not to know because I 

         do not want to know.  As always psychic suffering is the unintended outcome.  The 

         attempt not to know is never fully successful: I still do not feel myself to be quite 

         who I am.  “I” am never “myself” today or any other day.  This too marks the   

         separate self as a compromise formation that can be submitted, along with the  

         motives behind it, to scrutiny and and investigation. This is the path of practice. 
79
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The practice Engler is referring to is, of course, contemplative practice.  If the truth is, as 
the title of Mark Epstein’s book, Thoughts Without a Thinker, suggests, there is more to us 
than  our bodies and minds, our reluctance to acknowledge this and explore the reality of 
Self, or no-self, offers a psychological explanation of our denial of climate change.  We 
feel we have everything to lose, especially - and paradoxically - our egos which are very 
dear to us.  But our melancholia and sense of loss, Buddhism suggests, is for something 
we never had in the first place - a permanent, separate self.    Melancholia or grief, like 
tragedy, is not an end but the first step to something beyond it.  The disillusion and 
sorrow that accompanies the realisation that we (mis)construct apparent realities as 
intrinsically and substantially real, including our own view of ourselves, can lead on, as 
the mystics contend, to greater contentment and the happiness, joy, peace and harmony 
that issue from it.


The science of mysticism and cultural evolution 

	As Huxley underlined, the Perennial tradition is evident in cultures throughout history and 
across the world and, despite what modernity and the postmodernists would have us 
believe, it also lives in our own rational, scientific culture.  Even as the physicists in the 
early decades of the last century were turning orthodox science upside down and 
drawing our attention to the essential “emptiness” underlying everything, Evelyn Underhill 
was writing her comprehensive study of the Western mystical tradition, Mysticism, in 
which she "documented “the unitive path”, as it has been described in the writings of all 
our mystics throughout the centuries of European history.  As she wrote in the preface to 
the twelfth edition (1930):


		 Since this book first appeared nineteen years ago, the study of mysticism - not only 
in England but also in France, Germany and Italy - has been almost completely 
transformed. From being regarded, whether critically or favourably, as a by-way of 
religion, it is now more generally accepted by theologians, philosophers and 
psychologists, as representing  in its intensive form the essential experiences of 
man. 
80

This statement, along with the mystical beliefs of the physicists of that time, suggests that 
mysticism was beginning to be accepted as a true metaphysical science rather than 
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viewed and  persecuted as heresy by the Church or dismissed as vague and sentimental 
fantasy by orthodox modern science.  The “mystical psychoanalyst”, that someone like 
Michael Eigen called himself, was also a recognition of this.


Awakening and the future of religion  

Similarly with God - or whatever symbolic representation we have of the infinite and 
timeless.  Our religious experience gives a universal context to all our activities and 
thinking, which suggests the  religious spirit is essential to human thought and activity.  81

This is the underlying central premise of Ken Wilber’s recent major work, The Religion of 
Tomorrow.  As he affirms:


	         A single purpose lies at the heart of all the great religious traditions: awakening to  

         the astonishing reality of the true nature of ourselves and the universe. 
82

In our time this truth has become obscured but its recovery depends on the recognition of 
human evolution in all its endeavours, particularly in the realm of science.  Awakening 
implies a process of maturity.  As Wilber stresses,  “Waking Up” also requires “Growing 
Up”.   A religion without the knowledge of science makes no sense today.  But neither 83

does science without the vision of the religious and spiritual traditions.


Wilber takes Buddhism as an example of a “religion” - Buddhism is often thought of as a 
non-theistic religion - that understands the spirit of evolution and  integration.  It is a 
“way” that began with the profoundly humane ethical teachings of Gautama Buddha, 
known in the Buddhist tradition as the “first turning of the wheel of dharma” (“dharma”, 
referring to Buddha’s teaching on the nature of universal truth) but which travelled and 
transformed itself in many of the countries of the East.  In its transmigrations it evolved its 
teachings, so that we can speak of a second and third turning of the dharma wheel in the 
centuries of the first millennium, CE.   Wilber describes how, despite, or as a result of, 84

the modern ecological emergency, we may be experiencing “a Fourth Turning” today, this 
time, for example, in the potential transformation of modern Western scientific culture in 
its meeting with a migrating buddhism as it renews itself in its dialogue with the

West.  
85 86
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Conclusion 

As an example of this fourth turning I would finally like to refer to the thought and writing 
of the American writer and activist, Duane Elgin.  In the eighties Elgin wrote a manifesto 
for sustainable living, Voluntary Simplicity; in the nineties he followed this up with his 
Awakening Earth, about  perennial wisdom and human evolution; and in the first decade 
of this century he published The Living Universe which brought together evidence from 
cosmology, biology and physics to illustrate how the universe is uniquely alive, an insight 
that is instinctively acknowledged by all the world’s wisdom traditions.  This is in 87

contrast to the world view of scientific materialism which views “matter” as lifeless and 
inert and looks at the universe through mechanical and purely materialist metaphors.


In recent years Elgin has posted two freely downloadable essays on his personal website. 
 In the second, “Seven Stages in the Great Transition”, posted July 2018, he has 88

attempted to visualise through the decades of this coming century a middle path between 
two extremes:  on the one hand, a gradual adaptation to the changing climate and 
ecological crisis or, on the other, our functional extinction.  Elgin goes on to sketch a 
hypothetical but sobering map of the decades of this 

century.   But in his first essay, “Humanity’s Journey Home”, posted in November 2017, 89

he had suggested that the startling discovery that we live in a living universe leads us to 
reason:


        The most urgent challenge facing humanity is not climate change, or species 

        extinction, or unsustainable population growth; rather it is how we understand the 

        Universe and our intimate relationship within it. Our deepest choices for the future 

        emerge from this core understanding.


Whether we are geologists, geographers, earth scientists, creative artists, teachers, eco-
socialists, philosophers, sociologists, psychologists, politicians or green activists of 
whatever kind, is it not this universal understanding that promises to unite, integrate and 
transform all our infinitely diverse thought and activity?

           

November 2018   
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